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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
April 23, 2022 
 
LEE JANZEN  ( -6) 
 
 
Q.  Can you tell us a little bit about your round today? 
 
LEE JANZEN:  A little bit about my round? 
 
Q.  Or a lot of it about your round. 
 
LEE JANZEN:  Or a lot of it about my round. Well, we've seen the wind all week and it's a 
challenge. The greens are pretty firm and fast, so you have to be very careful on where you 
put the ball not to give yourself a possible chance at birdie or par or whatever. So I tried to 
be very careful about where I left the ball for two days. I knew it was going to be a battle, one 
shot at a time, which is good for ADD actually. When the conditions are tough, it just makes 
me only think about one shot at a time. I sometimes get ahead of myself, but last two days 
I'm happy with the fact that I stayed in the moment one shot at a time. I definitely left -- made 
some mistakes on my last nine holes with my putter, but overall I putted really well for two 
days, so I think I can get over that. And I'm in good position after two days. Just battle one at 
a time. I don't think anybody knew what kind of score might be leading before we started, I 
just knew that if I could shoot under par in the wind, I would be probably something pretty 
good.  
 
Q.  When is the last time you played in conditions like this? 
 
LEE JANZEN:  Oh, conditions like this? Gosh, I don't know. I've played in wind enough that 
it's not a shocker when you get in the wind. It's been windy in Florida over the winter, so we 
have days like this that we have to go out and play. Anytime you're in south Florida you're 
going to play in wind and anytime you're in Texas you can expect it to be windy. 
 
Q.  What are you going to do to prepare for tomorrow, anything different? 
 
LEE JANZEN:  No, it will be the same. Hopefully get a good night's sleep, get out here, 
warm my body up and hopefully it responds and that won't be an issue at all tomorrow. I 
think that's kind of an issue for everybody on our tour. Then if the conditions are the same 
and we get to play, that's great. From what I've seen, the wind might be a little bit less, which 
would be great also. There will still be the same thing, focus one shot at a time, try and 
execute and hole some putts. 
 


